access control &
door automation

Introduction
Aspex UK was formed in 2006 and we have quickly established
ourselves as one of the leading suppliers of architectural
ironmongery in the UK with offices in England in Scotland
offering nationwide coverage.
Aspex started out as a specialist supplier of architectural
ironmongery however, we are now able to offer a total solution
including doorsets through Aspex Doorsets and access control
and automatics through Aspex Security.
Aspex Security is a separate division of Aspex UK and we
employ our own highly trained engineers who can install very
complex access control systems and automatic door operators.
We specialise in the Salto access control system and are one of
their elite group of certified partners with our staff undergoing
a continuous program of certified training.
Certified Partner status means that our engineers have taken
part in the rigorous Salto training program and passed an exam
ensuring that we are experts in all aspects of the system.
Aspex security has provided the access control and automatic
operators on some major schemes including:
•		 Warwick University

- 2000 plus doors

•		 St Andrews University

- 800 plus doors

•		 Motherwell College

- 300 plus doors

•		 Lewisham Schools

- 500 plus doors

•		 Whittington Barracks

- 800 plus doors

• Staffordshire University - 300 plus doors
Aspex Security can also install a wide variety of automatic door
operators including low energy and fully automatic swing door
operators and sliding door systems and in conjunction with
Aspex Doorsets we can also provide the doors if required.

Service
Once an access control installation is complete our staff will
visit the site to initialise the doors and will then meet and train
the end user so that the maximum potential of the system can
be realised.
We recognise that it will take some time to get used to the new
system and therefore offer a telephone support service which is
available from 9.00AM to 5.00AM Monday to Friday and is free
for the first 12 months.
Access control systems are very reliable these days however
they do require regular servicing to prevent potential problems
occuring and we can provide a comprehensive service and

Different levels of service and maintenance agreements are
available to suit the clients requirements and the size of the
scheme with the top level one including a comprehensive back
to back agreement with Salto.
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maintenance agreement.

Access control systems

Wireless network
With this system a series of Gateways and Repeaters which

“Imagine being able to access control your
building without the need for expensive wiring”

are linked to the LAN network are installed and these form a
wireless network within the building which means that you have

Traditional systems require mains power and cabling to link

real time communication with the handle sets.

them together which is expensive and generally results in only a

This means that you are able to monitor the access control

few doors in a building being access controlled.

network, delete cards and download audit trail information all in

The Salto system however uses a combination of stand alone

real time.

battery powered handles sets and hard wired on-line wall

This real time link between the PC and the handle sets means

readers which offers unrivalled flexibility and means that more

that the status of the door can be constantly monitored as can

doors within the building can be access controlled for a fraction

the remaining battery life of the handle sets.

of the cost.
Key management can also be resolved in real time as the
The Salto system allows the access control system to grow

handle sets receive cancelled key updates as soon as they are

within a building as standard key operated locks can easily be

generated.

removed and replaced with a handle set or a Geo cylinder.
The Gateway’s and Repeater’s can manage several handle sets
The handle sets are available in a variety of finishes and are a far

and minimising infrastructure costs and maximising flexibility.

more attractive solution for providing access control as unlike
traditional systems a green break glass, red break glass and

This system therefore offers the benefits of an on-line access

push button are not required.

control system for a fraction of the cost meaning that more
doors can be incorporated into the system.

This makes them ideal for use on student bedrooms, army
barracks, offices, classrooms and hotel bedrooms.
The Platform

Virtual network

The Gateway

The Repeater

The access control database is stored on a server or virtual
server and linked to wall readers via the building’s data network.
When a token (key card or fob) is presented to an on line
wall reader the door is unlocked and at the same time any
new information from the
database is written to the
token and information from
the token is collected and
transferred to the database.

The wireless
escutcheon

Low cost
interior
door Access
control
Networked
Locks

Integrated
Access
Control
Software

Keycard

Keycard
encoding
&
enrolment

When the token is
subsequently used on
offline lever handle sets
within the building relevant
data is passed to the lock
and the audit trail is passed
to the token.
The system information is
transferred onto the lever
handle sets or offline wall
readers each time the token
is presented to it.

Traditional
Perimeter
online
Access
Control
read/write
HOTSPOTS

flow of information around the building and the tokens which
are updated via the on line readers transfer the current system
information to the lever handle sets and off line wall readers.
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This means that there is a

Lever Handle Sets

Security Handle Sets

These off-line lever handles sets are easy to install by a joiner

These operate the same as the standard handle sets however

and work with standard European mortice night latch cases

they have a thumb turn on the inside that operates a

which means that when the door closes it automatically locks.

deadbolt for additional security.

The lever handle on the secure side is free moving but will

On the inside the lock’s deadbolt is operated by the thumb

not open the door until a valid card or fob is presented to the

turn however when the door is locked and the lever handle

proximity reader. This engages a clutch mechanism and the

depressed this retracts the latch and deadbolt and the door

lever when depressed retracts the latch and the door can be

can be opened.

opened.

When the deadbolt is thrown and the door locked a ‘standard’

The lever handle on the inside is always free to operate

operating card or fob will show as invalid when presented to the

allowing escape from the non-secure side at all times.

reader and the person will not be able to open the door.
In the event of an emergency a management card or fob can

Features

Lock modes

- Mifare DESFire, Mifare Classic or Mifare Plus proximity

- Standard - Locked at all times

- Battery powered by three AAA batteries that will last
between 30,000 and 40,000 operations

- Office - The lever handle on the secure side can
be set to operate at all times

- Hardened anti-drill plates protect the wiring and
reader area

- Automatic opening - The handle set can be set
to unlock and lock up to eight times a day

- Emergency opening via portable programming device

- Toggle - With this operation a card or fob is
presented to the reader to both unlock and lock
the door

- Non volatile (memory is not deleted if power fails)
- Up to 4 million users and 64,000 unlimited doors
- Available with cut out to accept euro profile cylinders
- IP55 rated (Outside handle only)

be used to override this function and gain entry to the room.

Wireless Handle Sets
These handle sets provide all the benefits of on-line door
control without the need for hard wiring.
Simple to set up gateways and repeaters create a wireless
zone which the handle sets communicate with to provide a
real-time wireless access control network.
The handle sets search for the gateway or repeater with the
strongest signal and thanks to the self healing capabilities if it

Privacy Lever Handle Sets

loses connection with one of these it will automatically scan
for a new connection.

These operate the same as the standard handle sets however

If for some reason the building data network is not working

when the push button on the inside is pushed in ‘standard’

the wireless handles sets will continue to operate as normal.

user operating cards or fobs will become invalid when
presented to the reader.
In the event of an emergency a management card of fob can
be used to override this function and gain entry to the room.
These handle sets are suitable for use on toilet doors
be kept locked when not in use.
They are also ideal for use on accomodation schemes as they

The stylish minimalistic design of this system has a separate

can be set so that the door does not automatically lock when

reader which means that it and can be combined with a wide

it closes, which is usefull for students who may leave their

range of designer lever handles in a variety of finishes.

key in the room and it is also sometimes a requirement of
building control and fire officers.
When set in this mode on leaving the room the user must
present their card or fob to the external reader to lock the door.
When returning to the room, the card or fob is again
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Hotel Locking

The elegant reader is available in Pearl Black or Ice White
with either a silver or brass surround.
The handle sets have the same features as the standard
handle sets together with the following added benefits:

presented to the reader to un-lock the door and this will

- Easily converted to wireless simply by plugging in an
antenna

remain un-locked until a card or fob is presented to the

- Compatible with European and ANSI mortise locks

external reader or the internal button is pushed in.
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especially where for security reasons the door is required to

Locker Locks

Lever handle sets are available to operate with panic bolts

These electronic locks provide a high level of security for

and latches allowing final escape doors to be controlled as

lockers and cupboards either as part of an overall access

part of the overall access control system.

control solution or a stand alone system.

These external handle sets have all of the same features as the

The locks have a twist operated locking handle making them

standard ones with both off-line and wireless versions available.

easy to use even with wet hands and are manufactured from

Complete panic bolt systems are available including the
external access controlled lever handle or the handles can be

a durable wipe clean material which is highly resistant to
chemicals and UV radiation.

supplied on their own together with an adaptor kit which are

These locks are simple to install and existing lockers can

available for the most popular types of panic bolts including

easily be upgraded by installing them in place of the existing

both concealed and surface mounted.

cam or coin locks.

The panic hardware has been tested to relevant European

The battery pack & electronic components are all located on the

standards and the lever handles are available to comply with DDA

inside of the door safe from potential vandalism or interference.

Cylinders

Software

A wide range of cylinders are available and these are an ideal

The Pro Access Software has been developed to create a

solution for almost any type of door where fitting a handle

powerful Access Control Management tool. Its features allow

set is not possible or required.

you to make the most of your building access control.

The turn on the secure side spins freely and when a valid card or

Pro Access can manage large numbers of doors and since most

Up to 4 million users & 64,000 doors/lockers
Password protected operator’s profiles
256 Calendars, 256 time periods & 256 Time zones
Available with Salto database engine or MS-SQL
Server data base compatible
· Connection to online units through TCP-IP
protocols using existing LAN & WAN networks and
secured through an encrypted protocol

fob is presented to it a green light flashes, a clutch is engaged and

access related information is written directly on to the key

· Multistation capabilities

when the turn is rotated the door can be locked or un-locked.

cards, management of the doors is simply a case of managing

If the card or fob is not valid a red light flashes.
A full range of profiles including Europrofile, UK Oval Profile
and Scandinavian Oval are available in a wide variety of
lengths to suit all door types together with padlocks enabling
even gates to be incorporated into the access control system.

the cards. Just by updating the cards you can quickly change
most access related authorisations of the users including
adding/deleting doors, time zones, calendars etc.
Pro Access can do all this and more. And thanks to its
advanced software features, Pro Access is also one of the
most user friendly and powerful software products for the

The Europrofile and UK Oval cylinder are available in all

access control management of stand-alone devices, and IP

functions including cylinder and turn, double cylinder, single

online devices in one converged platform

cylinder and rim cylinder.

Wall Readers

Utilising RFID technology the carriers are very secure and can

hard wired access control is required including main entrance

be used to operate other systems such as cashless vending or

doors, circulation doors, lifts, car park barriers etc.

electronic registration.

These readers are connected to a control unit which is linked

A wide variety of RFID carriers are available to suit individual

to the local area network and provide real time information

users needs including:

onto the software.

Contactless Cards - These are the most common type of
carrier and can be used to incorporate a photograph for
identification purposes.

network technology making it possible to cancel lost or
stolen cards remotely.

Contactless Fobs - These are very durable and can easily be
clipped onto a key ring

A variety of readers are available for either wall or door frame

Contactless Watches - A number of different watch designs
are available

mounting and where this is not possible a floor mounted
pedestal can be provided.

·
·
·
·

Software versions
· Pro Access ROM read only up to 1000 users – off
line doors
· Pro Access 100 and HAMS 100 R&W up to 100users
and 4 online doors
· Pro Access 500 and HAMS 500 R&W up to 500
users and 8 online doors
· Pro Access Excellence and HAMS Excellence R&W
up to 4 million users and 16 online doors
· Pro Access and HAMS Connected R&W up to 4
million users and unlimited online doors
· Pro Access and HAMS Department Operator up
to 4 million users, unlimited online doors and
department operator management

Carriers

A wide range of wall readers are available for doors where

The readers also update the card or fob via the Virtual
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Technical features

NFC Phones - The system is enabled to be operated
by smartphones that are equiped with NFC (Near Field
Communication)
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Panic Hardware

Automatic Door Operators

Automatic installation

Aspex Security is a separate division of Aspex UK and we

This configuration is suitable for use in high traffic areas on both

employ our own highly trained engineers who can install a full

internal and external doors and incorporates safety sensors

range of automatic door operators including low energy or fully

on both sides of the door to prevent injury to people passing

automatic swing door operators and sliding door systems.

through the door.

Our engineers have been fully trained by the manufacturers and

The opening and closing speed of the operator can be adjusted

all of our installations are carried out in accordance with the

to suit the requirements of each door and an integrated

requirements of BS7036 and EN 16005.

sequential control unit ensures that double doors close in the

Automatic doors were traditionally installed only on main

right order.

entrance door however the introduction of the Disability

The unit can be activated by a variety of ‘switches’ including

Discrimination Act, BS8300 and the requirements of Building

push pads, PIR sensors or alternatively they can be linked to an

Regulations has resulted in the widespread use of them on

electronic lock and access control system.

internal doors.

Key switches are included in the installation and these enable

BS8300, Building regulations Part M in England and Wales and

the doors to be set as either automatic, permanently open or

Section 3 in Scotland state that the force required to open a

off which allows the door to be locked.

door should not exceed 30 N between 0 and 30 degrees and
should be less than 22.5 N between 30 and 60 degrees.

Finger protection will also be installed in accordance with
BS7036 & EN166005 to prevent fingers being trapped as the

It is almost impossible to meet this requirement on external

door closes and these are available in a variety of different

doors as a standard closer when adjusted to comply will not have

designs and finishes.

sufficient power to close the door and increasingly automatic door
operators are seen as an ideal solution for internal doors.

Barrier rails are also available and will be required for doors that
open into an open spaces and not onto a wall.

This especially true in elderly peoples accommodation and special
needs schools where the door is often a barrier to free movement
around the building.

Low Energy Installation
This configuration is ideal for low traffic areas or where the

Service
Once the installation of the operators is complete our
engineers will set the operators to open and close at
speeds dependent on the type of building and will
demonstrate to the end user the operation of
the door.
The initial installation is covered by a
12 month service agreement which
can be extended if required and
this helps to ensure that the
doors operate correctly. In

door is usually opened manually and will only occasionally be
required to open automatically.
This installation does not include safety sensors as standard as
the operators open at a slow speed and if the door comes into
contact it will stop immediately and wait for the object to move
and then will try to open the door again.
The unit can be activated by the same controls as used in the
automatic configuration but can also be set in ‘push and go’
mode which means that when someone pushes or pulls the
door open the operator will sense this and activate to assist in
opening the door.

the unlikely event that any

The operation of these doors is virtually silent making them

adjustment is required our

ideal for use in living areas.

engineers will visit site to
rectify the problem.

The installation of the low energy operator can be configured
specifically for a disabled toilet door and includes an electronic

The Aspex automatic

locking system with touch pads on both sides of the door and

door unit is very versatile

an external light to indicate that the room is in use.

and can be set up to
automatic or low energy
depending on the location
and use of the door.
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operate either fully

Disabled persons toilet system

Opening Sensor

This operating system has been designed specifically for

These unidirectional radars detect approaching movement

automated disabled toilets and includes touchless push pads an

and filter out movements away from the door.

electronic lock and the automatic door operator.

The radars have a vertical tilt angle of 0 to 90 degrees and a
lateral one of -30 to 30 degrees which provides a radar area

Operation

of up to 4m wide and 2m deep (Wide angle) or 2m wide and
2.5m deep (Narrow angle)

Entry

These radars can be mounted between 1.8m and 4m high and

Touch the entry sensor. The door opener will activate to provide

have a minimum detection speed of 5 cm per second.

access, or enter manually.

Lock
When inside the toilet, touch the internal sensor to lock the

Push Pads

door. To confirm the door is locked, the red indicator on both
sensors will flash showing the toilet is engaged and inhibiting
the entry sensor.

Narrow Push Pads
These satin stainless steel 115mm x 45mm push pads can be
mounted flush onto a wall or door jamb or supplied with a
back box for surface mounting.
A version of these is available with a transmitter for wireless
activation of the automatic door operator.

Exit
Touch the internal sensor once more and the indicator stops

Square Push Pads

flashing. The door will be unlocked and the door opener

These satin stainless steel 115mm x115mm push pads can be

activated. The entry sensor stops flashing and becomes

mounted flush onto a wall or supplied with a back box for

operable once again to provide access.

surface mounting.
A version of these is available with a transmitter for wireless
activation of the automatic door operator.
Touchless Push Pad

Touch sensors

These 160mm round touchless sensors are suitable for

The touch sensors require no physical pressure to operate which

internal and external use and are available in either a wired or

make them ideal for use by people with physical disabilities.

wireless version.

The signage design incorporates a static and flashing ultrabrite
LED whilst also providing a colour contrast which makes them
suitable for visually impaired people.

Key switches

The touch sensors are available in three types

These satin stainless steel 115mm x45mm 3 position key
switches can be mounted flush onto a wall or door jamb or
supplied with a back box for surface mounting.
These switches enable the automatic operator to be set in
either Automatic or Hold Open mode or simply switched off
which is useful if the door will be mechanically locked as this

Rectangular

Architrave

Round
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helps to prevent damage to the operators.

Safety Sensor

Installation drawings

In accordance with BS7036 and EN 166005 automatic doors
are required to have safety sensors installed to prevent the
door opening or closing against pedestrians.

Option One – Scissor arm push side mounted
Sufficient structure is required to
enable the unit to be fixed securely

These monitored infrared sensors have
an adjustable sensing range and are

124mm
600mm

available either 300mm or
85mm

900mm long and are supplied

88mm

88mm

85mm

with a door transfer loop.

MAX

330mm

Finger protection
60677 - Heavy duty finger protection with black EPDM rubber and
anodized aluminum frame with black inserts to cover the screws.
60668 - This finger protection device has a strong fabric
material that is kept under constant tension and covers the

60677

gap between the door and the frame. The standard finish
is anodised aluminium however these are also available in
bronze, white or black.
60668

60675 - These finger guards have a concertina black rubber and

Option Two – Guide rail arm pull side mounted
Sufficient structure is required to
enable the unit to be fixed securely

an anodised aluminium frame with black inserts to cover the

124mm

screws.
600mm

60675
85mm

Barrier Rails

These modular posts are supplied 1250x120x100mm

doors that do not open against a wall should have

as standard however any size can be manufactured to

barrier rails.

order.

These barrier rails are supplied 900mm x 900mm as

The posts are available with range of cut out options

standard however any size can be manufactured to order.

including:

rail for mounting a push button or access control reader
on to and if this is a requirement an adjustable cable
transfer tube can be supplied.
Barrier rails for automatic doors are required to have

85mm

117mm

Posts

In accordance with BS7036 and EN 166005 automatic

An option is available to have plates fixed to the barrier

117mm

• Push button
• Access control reader
• Break Glass
• Intercom

an in fill panel and these can either be supplied solid,

Option Three – Guide rail arm push side mounted

perforated or in glass.

Sufficient structure is required to
enable the unit to be fixed securely
124mm
600mm

85mm

85mm
93mm

93mm

Satin or polished stainless steel
Steel colour coated to any RAL colour
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Finishes

ASPEX UK
The Whittle Estate
Cambridge Road
Whetstone
Leicestershire
LE8 6LH
T: 0116 278 3506
F: 0116 278 4069
ASPEX SCOTLAND
39 Deerdykes View
Westfield
Cumbernauld
G68 9HN
T: 01236 720061
F: 01236 780170
W: aspex-uk.co.uk
E: sales@aspex-uk.co.uk

